Ruaha Journal of Art and Social Sciences henceforth RUJASS; is inviting well formed academic research papers. These papers may categorically fall into; Articles, book review, dissertation/thesis, annotated bibliography and newsletters. The approved and qualified papers are expected to be published to RUJASS volume 6:1 in February, 2020. In this way, the recommended due date for receiving papers is mandatory reportedly to be on the day of 15th, January, 2020.

NOTA BENE:

1. Only reviewed, freed from plagiarism and grammar checked manuscripts (for both Swahili and English) will be accepted.
2. Times New Roman font 12, size 1.5 is mandatory recommended. For Abstract it must be size 1.0 non italic font.
3. Only APA style 6th edition well cited papers will be seriously considered.
4. On time manuscripts will be prioritized.
5. The full fledged manuscripts (including your address and affiliation) should be sent to rujass@rucu.ac.tz; and not otherwise.

Regards!

Rujass Secretariat- RUCU.